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Axiom is an industry-leading software
platform designed to help regulated firms
manage the burden of evidencing and
monitoring compliance.

The solution is made up of several core
modules which can be deployed to 
provide automation and reduction of compliprovide automation and reduction of compli-
ance risk at different points in the compliance 
journey.

Together, these work to make Axiom a holistic 
platform which delivers end-to-end benefits at 
every level of a regulated financial services 
firm.

Traditional compliance documentation
and monitoring is manual and happens
only periodically. With Axiom, key areas of 
compliance can be automated and put under 
direct review by appropriate 
individuals across the business. 

This means that monitoring can be embedded 
directly into business-as-usual processes, 
vastly simplifying the process and significantly 
reducing the overhead required to carry it out.

Axiom has the potential to revolutionise what 
your firm understands by compliance 
monitoring anddeliver best-in-class 
governance, oversight and management of governance, oversight and management of 
compliance risk.

Evidence and approvals are gathered in real
time, with responsible individuals signing off
attestations within a framework designed for
your firm. Documentation reviews and 
updates are managed automatically. Key 
compliance workflows can be designed compliance workflows can be designed 
directly within the solution, ensuring that MI 
outputs are available which directly provide 
stakeholders with an up-to-the minute 
overview of compliance results.

Introduction
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Organisation mapping with a visual 
dragand-drop interface 

Categorise the SMCR population and produce 
necessary documentation to evidence 
compliance

Document the delegation of activities to any Document the delegation of activities to any 
level and track back to responsibility holders

Customisable workflows to automate Fitness 
and Propriety (F&P), Certification, Handover, 
and other key processes

Record and track progress of conduct breaches

Detailed Management Information (MI) and 
reporting on every aspect of the regimereporting on every aspect of the regime

The Senior Managers and Certification (SMCR) regime applies to all regulated firms from 
December 2019 and represents a significant overhead to operational processes, recordkeeping, 
and management activities. It affects the vast majority of staff within your business.

Senior Managers within the regime must identify their responsibilities and demonstrate oversight Senior Managers within the regime must identify their responsibilities and demonstrate oversight 
of delegated activities within their area. In addition to documents which the regulator requires 
you to produce – such as Statements of Responsibilities, Responsibilities Maps, and Handover 
material – Senior Managers will want to guarantee that rigorous and automated record-keeping is 
implemented at their firms.

Any staff in positions which can have significant impact to customers must be certified by the firm Any staff in positions which can have significant impact to customers must be certified by the firm 
as fit & proper to perform their job. An annual certification process must be carried out and fully 
documented for every one of these individuals. Finally, almost all employees must be trained on 
the regulator’s wide-reaching Conduct Rules and anybreaches of these must be fully documented 
and reported.

The nature of a firm’s obligations under SMCR and the operational overhead added by the regime The nature of a firm’s obligations under SMCR and the operational overhead added by the regime 
means that, for most firms, implementing a technology solution for at least part of the process is 
practically essential.

Axiom for SMCR
Accountability and oversight for Senior Managers

Features



···
Reduce cost overheads associated with 
SMCR compliance

Automate the certification workflow and other
manual processes

Minimise regulatory risk around the entire regime

···
Ensure senior managers can evidence reasonable 
steps

Track compliance across multiple legal entities

Produce MI and monitor progress towards full
completion of all SMCR activities

Benefits

Axiom for SMCR is an end-to-end technology 
solution designed to help firms reduce the 
cost and regulatory risk arising from 
compliance with the Senior Managers and 
Certification Regime.

Using Axiom, you can document every 
employee within the SMCR population and 
organise all of the information needed to organise all of the information needed to 
comply with the rules.

Senior Managers can track responsibilities 
using a visual map of delegated items, and 
demonstrate ‘reasonable steps’ with built-in 
attestations and evidencing.

Individual reporting lines can be mapped, 
including cross-entity and including cross-entity and 
matrix-management scenarios.

Once this information is stored in Axiom, you 
can create Statements of Responsibilities 
(SORs) for each person and Responsibilities 
Maps covering the full picture of your 
business.

Fitness and Propriety and Certification 
workflows allow you to automate the 
assessment of individuals joining the firm and assessment of individuals joining the firm and 
on a regular basis afterwards. ConductRule 
training progress and Conduct Breaches can 
also be tracked with the same system.

Dashboards and MI provide real-time insights Dashboards and MI provide real-time insights 
and regular reporting outputs, and give HR or 
Compliance teams the necessary reassurance 
that everything is on-track.

Solution
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Create issues and breaches within Axiom

Capture detailed information about each breach

Configure a custom breach template to record 
information specific to your needs

Assign, track, and resolve breaches all 
in one place

···
Create action plans and resolution tasks against 
each breach

Link breaches to rules-mapping items for 
sophisticated analysis and reporting

Create detailed MI dashboards for appropriate 
individuals to oversee the breach process

Features

Managing incidents and regulatory breaches is an increasing burden for most compliance 
functions within the financial services industry.

Changes to audit standards in recent years have placed a greater emphasis on the accuracy and 
completeness of the breach reporting process, and the resulting evidential burden is being 
passed on to regulated firms in turn.

In addition, increased scrutiny from the ever-widening scope of regulation demands proper 
governance that fully combines firms’ breach processes with their risk or control frameworks.governance that fully combines firms’ breach processes with their risk or control frameworks.

Analysis of breaches must be possible in a way that lends itself to identifying the root cause of 
problems, measuring regulatory risk, and maintaining a robust audit trail. For a firm with any 
relevant regulatory footprint, manually processing breaches becomes rapidly impossible in this 
environment.

Axiom Issue and Breach Management
Raise and manage compliance risk incidents



····

A single breach repository keeps all of your data 
in one place

Significant reduction in audit overhead relating 
to breach logs

Reduce time spent on breach management 
activities

Add transparency and simplicity to
breach resolutionbreach resolution

···
Support compliance risk management
with integrated links back to specific breach data

Improved governance and oversight of key items

Trend analysis and other insights through 
detailed MI reporting

Benefits

The Axiom Issue and Breach management 
module is a dedicated software solution for 
raising and managing compliance risk 
incidents.

Users can create incidents as part of the 
Axiom attestation workflow or as standalone 
items within the system. Details such as 
discovery, reporting and resolution dates can discovery, reporting and resolution dates can 
be entered along with a fulldescription of 
each item, and where a rule has been 
broken, breaches can be specifically 
identified.

Axiom’s powerful rules-mapping system 
integrates fully with the Breach module, 
allowing you to link breaches directly to the allowing you to link breaches directly to the 
relevant regulation. Linking breaches to 
Axiom risks, controls, and business 

processes is also possible, and Axiom will 
suggest relationships where your mapping 
information finds suitable connections.

Breaches can be assigned to Axiom users to 
investigate, and action plans consisting of 
individual tasks can be created. Online 
workflows make it simple to complete tasks, workflows make it simple to complete tasks, 
and Axiom’s file repository features extend fully 
to breaches, allowing you to store and keep an 
audit trail of relevant documents.

Detailed MI and reporting features give you
complete oversight of the breach process, and complete oversight of the breach process, and 
the rich relationship mapping created through 
Axiom provides the ability to report on breaches 
organised however you need.

Solution
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Share risk, control, and process information 
within Axiom

Incorporate rules-mapping relationships along 
with shared items

Provide access to relevant compliance 
documents such as procedures and allow 
partners to download them when needed

Share real-time attestation results and evidenceShare real-time attestation results and evidence
Communicate issues and breaches within the 
application

Where both parties use Axiom for their own 
compliance, seamlessly blend information 
across accounts

Detailed MI and dashboards on all outsourced Detailed MI and dashboards on all outsourced 
activities

Features

In the context of increasing regulatory demands being placed upon financial services firms, it is no 
surprise that many find themselves in entrenched relationships with outsourced providers which 
affect at least part of their regulated activities.

Nonetheless, the message from the regulator remains clear: firms remain responsible for 
compliance with the rules even where an outsourcing relationship is in place. If anything, the level compliance with the rules even where an outsourcing relationship is in place. If anything, the level 
of scrutiny and attention paid to these relationships can make them some of the most important 
to monitor; not least because of the relative difficulty you might experience when trying to obtain 
evidence, MI, and risk details from an outsourced provider.

In the wake of multimillion-pound fines specifically naming outsourcing arrangements, firms need In the wake of multimillion-pound fines specifically naming outsourcing arrangements, firms need 
to ensure that they document, understand and measure various aspects of the relationships they 
have in place. Outsourced activities must exist within the firm’s own risk framework; oversight 
must be effective and subject to regular review; and – especially in the context of the Senior 
Managers and Certification Regime – the firm must ensure that it documents who retains 
responsibility for areas which include outsourcing arrangements.

Axiom for Third-Party Oversight
Bridge the gap between your business and third parties
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Drastically reduce the overhead required for 
third-party monitoring activities

Eliminate the need for periodic and manual 
review of changes

Simplify audit preparation and evidence
gathering for every outsourced arrangement

Standardise the compliance approach
between all third partiesbetween all third parties

··
·Include outsourced activities within the firms own risk and regulatory frameworks

Improve transparency and governance
arrangements between the firm and its partners

Get real-time insights from MI reports
and dashboards

Benefits

Axiom for Third Party Oversight takes the 
core benefit of the Axiom platform – power-
ful rules-mapping and evidencing – and uses 
it to bridge the gap between a firm and the 
third parties that it works with.

Any information maintained within the 
Axiom system can be selectively shared with 
others. Control and process documentation, 
along with all relevant mapping links to rules 
and regulatory frameworks, can be provided 
at the touch of a button.

As information changes over time, 
differences are automatically highlighted  to differences are automatically highlighted  to 
ensure that up-to-date records are being 
maintained.

Axiom allows you to map received information 
into your own data, letting you incorporate 
thirdparty regulatory information into your 
own risk or monitoring frameworks. For 
example, you can generate and automatically 
maintain compliance documents that 
reference third-party controls – clearly labelled reference third-party controls – clearly labelled 
with the provider that operates them – within 
your account.

This has the ability to radically transform the 
thirdparty oversight capabilities of a 
compliance function and allow it to extend 
best practice beyond the borders of the firm.

Solution
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Create detailed checklists within Axiom

Set advanced scheduling rules to determine 
when tasks must be done

Manage sub-tasks and dependencies to
customise your checklist workflow in depth

Sign off tasks directly within the platform for Sign off tasks directly within the platform for 
quick and easy tracking of activities

Holiday and working day logic ensures 
schedules line up with real-world activity

Organise checklists across any number of
different teams and checklist owners

Access detailed reports and dashboards about Access detailed reports and dashboards about 
checklist activity

In the context of increasing regulatory demands being placed upon financial services firms, it is 
no surprise that many find themselves in entrenched relationships with outsourced providers 
which affect at least part of their regulated activities.

Nonetheless, the message from the regulator remains clear: firms remain responsible for 
compliance with the rules even where an outsourcing relationship is in place. If anything, the 
level of scrutiny and attention paid to these relationships can make them some of the most 
important to monitor; not least because of the relative difficulty you might experience when important to monitor; not least because of the relative difficulty you might experience when 
trying to obtain evidence, MI, and risk details from an outsourced provider.

In the wake of multimillion-pound fines specifically naming outsourcing arrangements, firms 
need to ensure that they document, understand and measure various aspects of the 
relationships they have in place. Outsourced activities must exist within the firm’s own risk 
framework; oversight must be effective and subject to regular review; and – especially in the 
context of the Senior Managers and Certification Regime – the firm must ensure that it 
documents who retains responsibility for areas which include outsourcing arrangements.documents who retains responsibility for areas which include outsourcing arrangements.

Axiom Regulatory Checklists
Manage compliance tasks in real-time

Features
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Instant oversight of compliance activity directly 
within Axiom

Drastically reduce the overhead added by 
manual processing of checklists

Reduce the risk of failing to operate key
compliance controls

Fast, efficient workflows to capture compliance Fast, efficient workflows to capture compliance 
status at every level of detail

···
Include outsourced activities within the firms 
own risk and regulatory frameworks

Improve transparency and governance
arrangements between the firm and its partners

Get real-time insights from MI reports and 
dashboards

Benefits

Axiom checklists allow you to create sets of 
tasks within the application.

Tasks can be organised into lists and schedTasks can be organised into lists and sched-
uled with a sophisticated frequency manage-
ment system. Whether tasks are relevant 
every day, or run to weekly, monthly, or less 
frequent schedules, they can be configured 
within Axiom to operate exactly when you 
need.

Tasks can be organised into tiers with config-
urable dependencies, letting you set up re-
views and checkpoints at every level of the 
list. For example, foureye checks can be 
made mandatory before tasks can be
signed off.

When tasks are due, they appear in a 
dedicated Inbox view within Axiom, and the dedicated Inbox view within Axiom, and the 
system can also issue email alerts to relevant 
individuals as needed. Completing tasks on 
Axiom is fast and straightforward, meaning 
that the workflow is unobtrusive and adds only 
a minimal step to day-to-day compliance 
activities.

In return, Axiom provides rich reporting and In return, Axiom provides rich reporting and 
review features about every checklist being 
managed, giving you detailed insights at the 
touch of a button. Audit preparation is 
simplified with full logs of task results being 
available and exportable outside of Axiom. 
And individuals at every level of the 
compliance process have real-time access to compliance process have real-time access to 
the latest status about every item.

Solution
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IThe Client Assets (CASS) rules form one of broadest and most onerous areas of regulation that 
financial services firms must comply with. In addition to the sourcebook itself – which is lengthy 
and technical – the Financial Reporting Council’s own standard makes clear that the annual CASS 
audit must scrutinise every aspect of a firm’s control environment and how it relates to each rule.

For firms to embed proper governance in the area of CASS, it is essential that they understand For firms to embed proper governance in the area of CASS, it is essential that they understand 
and document their business in the context of the regulation. Compliance risks, controls, and 
business processes must be mapped to the CASS rules. Operational failures which could lead to 
CASS breaches must track back to the root cause of any issues.

Finally, firms must have rigorous change control and audit capabilities for every piece of 
information. Manual processing and updating becomes impossible given the size and scope of 
CASS.

Map risks, controls, and processes to the CASS 
rules

Built-in CASS frameworks make organising 
your information straightforward

Group and report on items by any custom 
criteria necessary for your firm

View data visually with a drag-and-drop 
interface or export a spreadsheet structured interface or export a spreadsheet structured 
to your specification

Set up regular attestations and reviews of 
information with email reminders generated 
from the platform

Produce and automatically update documents 
such as the CASS Resolution Pack (RP)

Self-serve MI and reporting suite simplifies 
oversight and good governanceoversight and good governance

Axiom for CASS
Dedicated platform for client asset rule governance

Features
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Manage CASS compliance all in one place

Simplify audit preparation and reduce time 
needed to prepare documentation and 
evidence

Reduce CASS risk by ensuring robust
governance over every aspect of the rules

Ensure no change to regulation is everEnsure no change to regulation is ever
missed

···
Benefit from industry-standard content
frameworks to organise your information in the 
same way as your CASS peers

Provide transparency to stakeholders such as 
SMCR responsibility holders

Detailed insights through completely
configurable MI and dashboardsconfigurable MI and dashboards

Benefits

Axiom for CASS is a dedicated platform for 
the management and documentation of CASS 
compliance activity.

Axiom’s rules-mapping engine allows you to 
link your controls and operational processes 
directly to the CASS rules. When those rules 
change, a direct feed from the regulator 
ensures that Axiom is always up-to-date, and ensures that Axiom is always up-to-date, and 
notifies you of any differences.

As a repository, Axiom can store and version 
policy and procedure documents so that all 
of your CASS data is centralised and 
accessible.

Compliance risks can also be documented, 
scored and included within the mapping rela-
tionshipsmaintained on the system.

With your entire library of CASS information 
under control by Axiom, the system makes 
production and updating of compliance 
documentation effortless, including the ability 
to generate the CASS Resolution Pack.

Attestations built into the platform and 
detailed MI features ensure that evidencing 
compliance is straightforward, making tasks 
like audit preparation vastly simpler than ever 
before.

Solution



We were formed in 2013 as a software development agency who built systemson 
request and charged clients on a ‘time and materials’ basis. Some of the interesting 
problems that we tackled include automating KYC and onboarding processes, 
forward-ladder modelling and post-trade analytics, commoditybacked Sharia-compliant 
deposit and loan processing and the automation of various back-office workflows.

In 2014, one of our clients drew our attention to the area of ‘CASS’ (Client Assets) 
regulation and suggested we work on a solution to the big changes in CASS regulation regulation and suggested we work on a solution to the big changes in CASS regulation 
which came into force in June 2015 (FCA Policy Statement 14/9).

We created a prototype system called ‘CASS Director’ which automated the CASS 
Resolution Pack, Trust Acknowledgement Letters and the CASS control matrix.

Our first client in 2015 was a global share registrar company who licenced Axiom,
realised the benefits and doubled their business with us in the first 6 months.

Based on this early success we were able to secure £1.5M of angel investment in 2017
and 2018 to build out the functionality, move hosting to the cloud and increase ourand 2018 to build out the functionality, move hosting to the cloud and increase our
headcount by recruiting roles in the areas of sales, marketing and product 
development.

We now employ 15 staff and have over 30 clients using the Axiom platform, including
some of the largest global asset managers, investment firms and banks.

Thanks to the support and feedback from our user groups we are pleased to be 
recognised as one of the leading RegTech platforms in the industry. Below are just recognised as one of the leading RegTech platforms in the industry. Below are just 
some of the clients we are proud to work with.

Our team are on hand to help by email or phone: +44 (0) 20 3965 2166

About Us

General Enquiries
info@axiomhq.com

Sales Enquiries
sales@axiomhq.com

Customer Support
support@axiomhq.com

Get in touch



Our clients

Get in touch

Our team are on hand to help by email or phone: +44 (0) 20 3965 2166

General Enquiries
info@axiomhq.com

Sales Enquiries
sales@axiomhq.com

Customer Support
support@axiomhq.com



Testimonials

The feature that I value the most in Axiom 
is the ability to delegate  attestations to 
relevant team members making the 
whole CASS project a team effort. Also, 
the ability to set up several users on the 
system and have them feel involved in the 

compliance.

Tryphonas Stavrou, Chief Finance Tryphonas Stavrou, Chief Finance 
Officer, Fiske Plc.

Axiom is the best solution we found 
when looking for a system to manage 
our  regulatory processes and controls.

Shelton Fray, Director, Monex Europe

The centralisation that is possible in 
Axiom makes life a lot easier. Users can 
get into it, can make changes to it all 
day, disrupt documents scattered 

around in the  network and pull them for 
attestations. Its ability to do that and 
have an audit trail of what we are doing 

is good.is good.

Torquil Macleod, Head of Regulatory 
Reporting, R J O’Brien Ltd

Thanks so much for all of the help and 
support you have provided in rolling out 
Axiom and also dealing with our queries 
in such an awesome manner. I know  our 
approach hasn't always aligned to make 
this as straightforward as possible but 
you have always been willing and open to 
our suggestions and working with us to our suggestions and working with us to 
come to a mutual agreement which we 

have found really great!

Santander

Axiom is a great tool that helps us keep 
on top of CASS compliance and the 
interactions with our Third Party interactions with our Third Party 

Administrators. The functionality within 
Axiom continues to grow enabling us to 
improve the quality of our CASS docu-
mentation, controls assurance, MI and 
oversight whilst remaining efficient and 
supporting the annual CASS audit.

Royal London

What I like most about the Axiom 
platform is the ease of maintaining 
processes and controls and mapping processes and controls and mapping 
them to the appropriate CASS rules. The 
new sharing functionality is easy to use 
and saves a considerable amount of 

time as it alleviates the need to manually 
input processes and controls, which are 
undertaken by our third party adminis-
trators, as they are uploaded directly trators, as they are uploaded directly 
onto our platform. As always, Axiom is 
looking to develop this functionality 

further and I’m looking forward to using 
it to share content with our CASS 
auditors which will make the process 
much more efficient and user friendly.

Link Group
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